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Abstract—A dataflow processor is presented that is to be used as the basis of a tiled polymorphic computing architecture. The key

contribution is a new scheme that allows a program’s instructions to be migrated before and during runtime in a fine-grained manner

across the collection of processors. The primary reason to perform this migration is to execute programs faster. Other reasons to

perform instruction migration are to prioritize computational resources and to achieve thermal balancing. The act of performing

instruction migration across of a collection of processors is logically equivalent to rearranging the computer architecture under the

program (i.e., polymorphic computing). Additionally, a new dataflow instruction set which enables the migration is presented. This

instruction set is built upon the concept of a single RISC-like dataflow instruction that can atomically execute, make decisions, and

independently route results. Furthermore, the novel concept of an operation cell is presented. An operation cell holds a single

instruction and its data. It also contains logic to independently determine when an instruction is executed and when to forward data

to other operation cells in the collection of processors. In addition, the internal architecture of this processor is presented. This includes

the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) that is used to execute the instructions and a series of buses that allow data movement to occur in

parallel to instruction execution. Finally, an inter-processor migration strategy is defined.

Index Terms—Polymorphic computing, dataflow instruction sets, computer architecture, microprocessors, parallel machines, parallel

architectures, reconfigurable architectures, high performance computing (HPC)
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1 INTRODUCTION

THIS work presents the design of a new dataflow [1], [2],
[3], [4] core processor that is used as the basis of a poly-

morphic computing architecture [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15] . Multiple instances of these cores
are intended to be tiled together into a fabric of processors
[8], [12], [16], [17], [18] where individual instructions can be
freely migrated between them. An example of the overall
computer architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of:

1) A Processing Fabric. This is the collection of novel
dataflow processing cores. This is the polymorphic
computing domain of the system.

2) A Control and Monitor Processor(s). This is one or
more conventional processors that configure, con-
trol, and provide runtime monitoring of the process-
ing fabric.

3) AMemory. This is used as the transfer point for data
into and out-of the processing fabric.

4) Direct Memory Access (DMA) Blocks. These are the
mechanisms that move data between the memory
and the processing fabric. They are required because

the dataflow processors do not have a concept of tra-
ditional memory interfaces.

The primary contribution of this work is the introduction
of a new scheme for enabling programs to be migrated
across an array of processors on a fine-grain instruction-by-
instruction basis. The act of migrating individual instruc-
tions to different processors is logically equivalent to
changing the computer architecture under the program. In
this context, the re-arrangement of a program’s instructions
through the array is called “draping” the program across
the processing fabric. The instruction migration may be
done at program load time or during runtime. Both instruc-
tion set innovations and computer architectural innovations
are required to enable fine-grain instruction migration.

A key computer architectural innovation of this work is
the concept of an operation cell [19]. An operation cell is a
combination of both memory and logic that holds a single
instruction, the operational data, and execution monitoring
statistics. The new idea is that the mechanical determination
ofwhen an instruction is executed has beenmoved from a tra-
ditionally centralized single instruction fetch unit location
and literally distributed to each of the individual operation
cells (i.e., instructions). Each operation cell independently
determines when it executes. The additional innovation of
placing result buffers in each operation cell guarantees that
an operation cell can make an execution decision (called
“instruction firing” in the dataflow instruction set literature)
completely independently.

Another computer architectural innovation is a series
of buses that operate in parallel to move data through the
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system. These buses conceptually separate the acts of mov-
ing execution requests, moving execution results, and trans-
porting data through the system.

To enable instruction migration and to take advantage of
any parallelism that the new processor instruction/proces-
sor arrangement provides, an instruction set based on data-
flow instruction set architecture principles was selected.
Dataflow instruction sets are conducive (but not fully
sufficient) to enable migration due to their high (but not
complete) level of independence from the local computer
architecture (i.e., explicit associations with register and
memory locations). The chief migration enabling property
is that dataflow instruction sets express a program in a
way that allows instructions to be executed independently
of position in a program and independently of a centralized
instruction scheduling mechanism. This eliminates the
dependency of an instruction on its position for execution
and enables an instruction to be independently moved/
migrated across processors.

A further contribution of this work is the inclusion of
several new features into dataflow instruction sets:

1) A single RISC-like format for all possible instructions
[20], [21], [22],

2) Combining all traditional dataflow instruction types
into a single instruction,

3) Allowing two separate operations to be executed
simultaneously in a single instruction [23], [24],

4) Adding predicates to the dataflow to propagate condi-
tions/decisions between instructions [25], [26], [27], [28],

5) Building debug/trace mechanisms directly into the
instruction set,

6) Combining both operations and decisions into a sin-
gle atomic transaction, and

7) Dynamic routing of instruction results based on
conditions.

Organizationally, this work describes the purpose of
the general purpose dataflow processor, the fundamental
unit of data transactions, the processor architecture
(including the operation cells and arithmetic logic units),
the processor instruction set, and the instruction migra-
tion strategy.

2 PURPOSE OF PROCESSOR

The primary purpose of this processor is to enable programs
to be migrated on an instruction-by-instruction basis among
a connected collection (fabric) of these processors. The idea
is to allow the hardware architecture to be modified/
morphed instead of the software modified/morphed to
the hardware. Conceptually, the software program code is
constant and the hardware arrangement is variable.

The overall design hides the details of the processing
fabric from the program (i.e., the program itself only knows
that there is at least one processing core, however, it is
unaware if there are any more processors or how they are
geometrically arranged.) [6]

Motivations to migrate a program’s instructions across a
fabric of dataflow processors are to achieve performance
gains (i.e., allow multiple processors to work on a program
simultaneously); prioritize one program over another
(i.e., one program can be assigned to more processing cores
than another program); and balance processor execution
and thermal loading (i.e., spreading the execution of a pro-
gram across multiple processors rather than concentrating
the execution in a single processor). Examples of applica-
tions with internal parallelization opportunities that can
benefit from the performance gains are linear algebra
operations, fast fourier transforms, graphics processing,
and neural networks. The maximum speedup that can be
attained by applications is a multiple of the number of
available processors (i.e., under ideal conditions, an appli-
cation assigned to 4 processors can run 4 times faster than
the speed at which it runs in 1 processor). Communication
latencies and serialization in the application typically
prevent the ideal gains from being fully realized. However,
very significant fractions of the ideal speedups can typically
be achieved.

Another design objective is to allow the designers the
freedom to choose the processing fabric geometry. Today,
it is expected that the fabric geometry will be a two dimen-
sional square array. However, there is nothing to prevent
the designer from creating honeycomb structures, rings,
three dimensional structures, or even four or more dimen-
sional structures.

Furthermore, this design allows a program to be written
once and used on multiple different processor fabric archi-
tectures. Essentially, software can be validated once and
then used on a variety of processing fabrics.

3 FUNDAMENTAL UNIT OF DATA TRANSACTIONS

In this system, the fundamental unit of data transactions is
the 3-tuple shown in Fig. 2. The individual fields are:

Fig. 1. An example of the polymorphic architecture with a 2-dimensional
3-by-3 processing fabric. Figure copyright �2017 by David Hentrich.
Used with permission.
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1) Target. The target field specifies the destination address
of the data transaction. This address specifies one of the
two values in a particular operation cell. Targets 0 and
1 are special data discard locations (i.e., NULL targets).
Data sent toNULL targets are thrown away.

2) Value. This contains the piece of data associated with
the transaction. In this design, it is a 32-bit integer.
Future incarnations would be expected to have inte-
gers of different widths and/or floating point formats.

3) Predicates. These are a set of separate flags that hold
user-defined condition data. They are a method of
transmitting state information along with values.
This idea exists in several DSP instruction sets and
are often referred to as conditionals [29], [30], [31].

All transactions within the dataflow processor and
between dataflow processors contain this 3-tuple. Essen-
tially, this transaction is the foundation upon which this
computation scheme is constructed.

It is important to note that flows of data through these
dataflow processors must be explicitly terminated at the
end of their useful lives. This is because a piece of data occu-
pies a buffer in an operation cell when it is not in transit
or execution. An operation cell can not process new data
values until the old values have been purged (either
through execution or explicit destruction). The mechanisms
to discard data in this processor are:

1) Send the data to a NULL target (i.e., target 0 or
target 1),

2) Discard the data using a NULL instruction (i.e., don’t
output the result),

3) Consolidating two data values into a single result
in an operation (i.e., one data flow line is termi-
nated), or

4) Selecting a single data value from two data values in
an operation.

Explicit data termination stands in contrast to traditional
processors where transaction data is implicitly discarded by
simply no longer referring to it or by re-using its memory
location.

Another important concept is that data transactions in this
processor are generally allowed to fail. Transactions are
essentially movements of data between different internal
processor blocks buffers. Usually, a sender does not know a
priori if a destination buffer is full. The only way to know
if the destination is busy is to try the transaction and see if it
succeeds. If the destination buffer is free, the destination
accepts the transaction and the transaction is complete. If the
destination buffer is full, then the destination refuses the
transaction and the sender must attempt the transaction
again at a later time. Overall, this is called a try-retry scheme.

The only data transactions that are exempt from the pos-
sibility of failure are Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) transac-
tions. ALUs are the most precious resources in the system
and their clock cycles should not be wasted. The processor
internals that interface with ALUs have been intentionally
crafted to ensure that ALU transactions never fail.

4 PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

The dataflow processor internals are shown in Fig. 3. The
processor is composed of four block types and six bus types.
The four internal block types are:

1) Operation Cells. These are the fundamental blocks
around which the entire processor is designed. This
is discernible from the bus structure. Each operation
cells touches all internal buses except for one. No
other block type touches so many different bus
types. Each operation cell holds a single dataflow
instruction and the associated intermediate data.

2) Arithmetic Logic Units. This is the unit that executes
a dataflow instruction when the instruction and its
associated data arrives on an operation bus. The
result of the instruction is deposited on the result bus.

3) Input Ports. These are the units that receive data
transactions from outside of the processor. The data
transactions may arrive from either a DMA unit or
another dataflow processor’s output port. The physi-
cal data transactions from aDMAunit and a dataflow
processor’s output port are identical, so an input port
does not need to distinguish between them.

4) Output Ports. These are the units that transmit data
transactions to outside of the processor. They trans-
mit to either a DMA unit or another dataflow pro-
cessor’s input port. The data transactions to both
destinations are identical, so an output port does not
need to distinguish between them.

The six bus types are:

1) Input Buses. Input ports connect to operation cells
via these buses. There are one or more of these buses
in a dataflow processor. These buses ferry data from
outside of the processor into the operation cells. If the
data target in an operation cell is already full (busy)

Fig. 2. Data transaction 3-tuple. Figure copyright �2017 by David
Hentrich. Used with permission.

Fig. 3. Diagram of dataflow processor internal blocks and buses.
External control not shown. Figure copyright �2017 by David Hentrich.
Used with permission.
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when the data arrives, a failure is indicated on the bus
and the requesting external unit is informed so that it
may try the transaction again at a later time.

2) Output Buses. Operation cells connect to output
ports via these buses. There are one or more of these
buses in a dataflow processor. These buses ferry data
from the operation cells to the outside of the proces-
sor. If the external target location for the data is full
(busy), the transaction fails and the initiating opera-
tion cell is informed of the failure so that it may
attempt the transaction again later.

3) Operation Buses. Operation buses delivery opera-
tion cells’ instructions and data to an ALU. These
transactions may not fail.

4) Result Buses. Result buses deliver the results of an
executed instruction to the operation cells. Since
result delivery is designed to always succeed, this
bus connects the output of an ALU to two operation
cells: the operation cell that initiated the instruction
and the intended recipient of the result. The reason
for the dual output targets is because it’s possible for
the result’s intended operation cell data target to be
full and unable to accept the result. If the target is full,
the operation cell that initiated the instruction detects
the failure and buffers the result and the target
address itself. In this failure case, it becomes the initi-
ating operation cell’s responsibility to retry the result
write until it eventually succeeds. There are generally
at least two result buses per ALU in a dataflow pro-
cessor: one for each possible instruction output. How-
ever, it is possible for a system to have a single result
bus that is sequenced for instructions with multiple
ALU results. It is also possible to have more than two
result buses when there aremultiple ALUs.

5) Copy Buses. Copy buses are used to ferry completed
instruction execution results that were buffered in
originating operation cells (because the target opera-
tion cell was full when the instruction was com-
pleted) to the intended operation cell target. Once
again, this transaction can fail because intended
operation cell target may be full (busy). It is the
responsibility of the buffering operation cell to retry
to the transaction until it succeeds.

6) Trace Buses. Trace buses are a debug mechanism that
are intended to give an external observer visibility into
the the actual behavior of the ALUs. There are fields in
the individual instructions that trigger anALU to trans-
mit an instruction’s execution behavior on the bus.

The buses are intended to enable parallelism between the
movement of data for execution and the movement of data
between operation cells. All buses except the trace bus are
expected to be designed with an arbiter.

Unfortunately, it is possible for input buses, result buses,
and copy buses to try to write to the same operation cell
target simultaneously (i.e., a collision). To prevent this from
occurring, these three buses will be monitored simulta-
neously by another arbiter (in addition to their own arbit-
ers). When a collision is detected, a winner is selected and
the losing buses are made to wait until the winner’s transac-
tion is completed. A collision winner is selected based on
these criteria:

1) Copy bus transactions are given highest priority.
Copy bus transactions represent completed execu-
tions from the past (i.e., past business). Completing
past executions is a higher priority than completing
current executions. Past executions are essentially a
backlog. The execution flow is literally getting ahead
of itself when copy bus transactions are needed.

2) Result bus transactions are given second highest
priority. These transactions represent current results
and should be retired immediately (i.e., current busi-
ness). Keeping the ALUs busy is extremely impor-
tant to achieving good system performance and
should be given high priority (unless the processing
is getting ahead of itself.)

3) Input bus transactions are given lowest priority.
Input bus transactions are essentially future work
(i.e., future business) and should be prioritized
below past and current work.

Essentially, priority is granted in the order: past business,
present business, and future business. Selection between
colliders from the same bus type is arbitrary and left for the
designer since priority is not inferable.

4.1 Operation Cells

This processor design is centered around the concept of an
an operation cell. An operation cell is configured by a con-
trol/monitor processor (see Fig. 1) and holds/manages the
operation of a single instruction. It

1) Holds the input data,
2) Determines when the instruction should execute

(i.e., fire),
3) Ensures that the results of the instruction arrive at

the intended destination(s), and
4) Forwards input data to the processor that will oper-

ate upon it.
In addition to the instruction, each operation cell is

designed to buffer four dataflow transactions: two input
transactions and two output transactions.

The two operation cell input transactions (A and B) arrive
from the results of previously executed instructions from
operation cells on this processor, arrive from external sources
via a processor input port (which could come from an opera-
tion cell on a neighboring processor or from a DMA unit), or
are loaded at program load time. The transactions are stored
in the A and B value buffers. These buffers hold the two
inputs that are required for every instruction to execute.

The two operation cell data output transaction buffers
hold the results of the operations cell’s instruction that
failed to be accepted by their operation cell targets (i.e., the
target operation cell buffers were full and rejected the trans-
actions). These buffers are called Queue X and Queue Y and
exist to guarantee that there are always available storage
locations for an instruction’s results. Under ideal conditions
(i.e., when the instruction’s operation cell targets are always
available), these buffers are not used. However, in reality,
dataflow execution paths can backup (i.e., instructions
“earlier” in the execution path can complete their next itera-
tion before the receiving “later” instructions have fully
completed their previous execution). The most important
property imparted by these output buffers is the ability for
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an operation cell to independently determine when to exe-
cute an instruction. An operation cell needs to look no far-
ther than itself to guarantee that the results of an execution
have an available destination.

An operation cell executes an instruction only when

1) Both input value buffers (A and B) hold a dataflow
transaction, and

2) Both result buffers (Queue X and Queue Y) are
empty.

These firing rules determine when an instruction is ready
to execute and guarantees that there is an open destination
for the results. Critically, these rules also subtly prevent a
data serialization error that can happen when a dataflow
backs up (i.e., “earlier” instructions complete their next itera-
tions before the “later” receiving instructions have completed
their previous iterations). When there are results in these buf-
fers, this is an indication that the destination operation cell
buffers are full and that there is no place in the system to store
the results of the execution. However, when both input
queues are full and there is at least one value in the operation
cell’s result buffer, there is a potential race between the results
of the next execution (i.e., whatwill be produced from the val-
ues in the input buffers) and the results from a previous exe-
cution (i.e., what was produced from a previous execution of
the same instruction). If these rulesweren’t in place it is possi-
ble that the result of the next instruction execution might get
to the destination operation cell before the result of the previ-
ous execution. In other words, it is possible that the order of
data in an execution stream could be violated. These rules
guarantee that a race can not occur between two consecutive
iterations of a single instruction.

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of an operation cell. It is
divided into two sections: a register section and a logic sec-
tion. The register section contains the instruction itself, buf-
fers for input values, buffers for output values (queues of
depth 1), and execution monitoring statistics. The logic sec-
tion contains the control state machine and the bus interfa-
ces. The control state machine is the most important section.
It controls the acceptance of data from the input, result, and
copy buses. It determines when an execution should fire
and if the results need to be buffered. It also attempts to
write buffered outputs to the final destinations via the copy
bus. Finally, it forwards buffered inputs to an external out-
put port when it is configured to forward data rather than
execute data. (Forwarded data either ends up at a DMA
controller or an operation cell in a neighboring processor).

An operation cell runs in two modes: execution mode
and forwarding mode. In execution mode, the operation
cell forwards its two inputs to a local Arithmetic Logic Unit
using the operation bus(es). In forwarding mode, the opera-
tion cell forwards the designated input to its positionally
equivalent operation cell in a neighboring processor via an
output bus and a designated output port. Forwarding mode
is a critical mechanism that enables the instruction migra-
tion strategy.

Each operation cell has two consecutive addresses in the
dataflow target space. The A value input target is always an
even address. The B value input target is always an odd
address that is exactly one target address position greater
than the A value. Essentially the addresses of the A value

and B value differ only by the least significant address
bit. Note that target addresses 0 and 1 are the special
NULL targets and are not associated with an actual oper-
ation cell. Any values sent to these targets are immedi-
ately discarded.

Both operation cell input targets must be active
(received) before an instruction can be executed. This is
expected for most arithmetic and logic operations that oper-
ate on two inputs (i.e., add A,B; multiply A,B; and A,B; or A,
B). However, not all programmed instructions require two
inputs (i.e., increment A; square_root A) and some arithmetic
instructions are a multiplication of one input and one con-
stant (i.e., add A,3). To support single input cases, each of
the two operation cell input targets can be individually
configured to a particular value at program load time and

Fig. 4. Operation cell block diagram. Figure copyright �2017 by David
Hentrich. Used with permission.
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to be re-initialized with the same value whenever the input
is consumed by an instruction execution. For instance, in
the case of add A,3; the B target would be initialized to 3, its
Active_Flag would be set to indicate that a value is present,
and its Reinit_Flag register would be set. In this example,
the B target is always full and will refuse all attempted
external inputs.

When an operation cell is in forwarding mode, it will not
execute its instruction. The operation cell still accepts inputs
as-if it were going to operate upon them. However, it sends
the inputs to the specified network port (and ultimately
to the positionally equivalent operation cell in an adjacent
processor or a DMA unit). Unlike execution mode, an oper-
ation cell will immediately attempt to operate upon (i.e., for-
ward) an input data value regardless of the state of the other
input data value. The configuration of input value forward-
ing is independent between the A and B buffers. This means
that one buffer could be forwarded to one port and the other
buffer could be forwarded to another port. It also means
that both buffers could be configured to forward or that
only one buffer could be configured to forward.

4.2 Arithmetic Logic Unit

The Arithmetic Logic Unit block diagram is shown in Fig. 5
and executes the instruction per the flow chart shown in
Fig. 12. The operations are generally on the left side of the
figure while the condition evaluation is shown on the right.
The various fields from the instruction run different logic
blocks within the ALU.

Overall, the ALU is designed to generate a single result
composed of a target, value, and predicate set based upon
an instruction and two pieces of input data. That single
result can be transmitted to zero (in the case of a NULL
instruction), one, or two operation cell input targets. Essen-
tially, two operations are performed on the incoming data
and one result is selected based upon the conditions speci-
fied in the instruction.

The output transactions of an ALU are guaranteed by
the processor design to never fail. If the input buffers in the
intended operation cell targets are available, the results are
stored there. If the intended targets are currently full, then
the results are stored in the result queues in the operation
cell that originated the ALU execution.

Fig. 5. Arithmetic logic unit (ALU). Figure copyright �2017 by David Hentrich. Used with permission.
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The ALU’s processing is divided into three phases that
must happen in serial order:

1) Operation Execution,
2) Condition/Predicate Generation, and
3) Output Selection.
In the ALU block’s operation execution phase, both

instruction operations (X and Y) are independently exe-
cuted (as shown in the “Operation X” and “Operation Y”
blocks in Fig. 5). The outputs feed into “steering” blocks
where the result of the opposite operation may be optionally
used as the result of that operation. The outputs of this
execution phase are the results of the X and Y operations, a
Target for the X operation (which can be manipulated by an
X instruction), flags indicating if the results of the operations
are NULL (i.e., output is suppressed), and flags indicating
if the result should be copied to both target addresses.

In the ALU block’s condition/predicate generation phase,
the conditional relationships between the input values
(A and B) and the X operation outputs are evaluated. Addi-
tionally, the predicates from the A and B inputs are evalu-
ated. Finally, the mathematical results of the X operation are
evaluated as well. Currently, this includes divide by zero,
overflow, and underflow. However, conditions associated
with floating point operations (NaN, Inexact, Denormalized)
have been reserved for future use. At the end of the condi-
tion/predicate block’s execution phase, the predicates
associated with the X and Y outputs are selected from the
evaluated conditions based on the instruction. However,
the most important function of this phase is the selection of
the X or Y value as the ultimate output of the instruction by
the condition evaluator block.

4.3 Input and Output Ports

The input and output ports are the main interfaces into and
out of the the processor for data upon which the dataflow
programs operate. (The external control and monitor pro-
cessor(s) can also move data into and out of the dataflow
processors, but that interface is generally intended to be
used only for program loading, performance monitoring,
and instruction migration. It is not intended to be used to
move program input and output data into and out of the
dataflow processors during runtime.)

Input ports are hard connected (dedicated) to either DMA
units or output ports on neighboring dataflow processors.
Conversely, output ports are hard connected (dedicated) to
DMA units or input ports on neighboring processors. Essen-
tially, these ports act as bridges between the operation cells
and the outside of the processor.

Input port transactions always end on operation cell tar-
gets. A port determines which operation cell target to
deliver a dataflow transaction from the target field of the
transaction. If the intended operation cell target is busy at
the time of the transaction, the transaction fails and the
input port reports the failure to the initiating external block.

Output port transactions always begin at an operation
cell. When the operation cell’s value is configured to be sent
to an output port (instead of an ALU), the operation cell
requests the specified output port when a value is present
in the buffer. The output port that is specified in the opera-
tion cell value buffer registers must be selected to be ”in the

direction” of the intended target (i.e., a DMA buffer in the
case of a true final output or towards a processor on the
path to the executing operation cell). Since there are two
value buffers in a operation cell, an operation cell may inter-
face with up to two output ports. Once again, these transac-
tions may fail since the initiating operation cell does not
know a priori if the receiving buffer is full. When the
receiver’s buffer is full, a failure is reported back via the out-
put port to the initiating operation cell.

5 PROCESSOR INSTRUCTION SET

This processor is built around a dataflow instruction set
with several desirable attributes. These are:

1) RISC-like instruction format. There is a single fixed-
length instruction format with fixed-length fields.
The instructions can be trivially decoded by the
underlying ALU.

2) Combines all dataflow roles/instruction types into
a single instruction. The original Dennis and Misu-
nas dataflow machine definition [1] had six roles/
instruction types [operator, boolean operator,
decider, T-gate (pass value if condition is true), F-
gate (pass value if condition is false), and merge
(choose one of two values)]. The Wavescalar archi-
tecture [17] introduced a seventh type: steer (condi-
tionally select the output target of the instruction).
The single instruction type in this architecture can
perform all of these roles simultaneously.

3) Adds predicates to the dataflow. In some DSP pro-
cessors, flags indicating conditions (predicates) are
transferred along with the values in data transac-
tions. This mechanism is viewed as an excellent
mechanism to allow the traditional T-gate and F-gate
dataflow roles to be seamlessly integrated into a sin-
gle instruction format. This concept was introduced
to dataflow instruction sets by [25].

4) Allows up to 2 operations to be simultaneously exe-
cuted in a single instruction. Since an instruction has
a conditionally selected output, this allows a separate
output to be generated based on the results of the con-
ditional. (Note that the Y operation is a “trivial” sub-
set of the X operation and can only perform a small
set of X operations. However, for a conditional opera-
tion, this trivial subset is considered sufficient.)

5) Allows for the dynamic routing of results based on
conditions. The most basic form of this is akin to the
Wavescalar steer instruction. However, this design
takes the concept further by allowing an addition
operation to be performed on the X target. As a
result, a result can be dynamically steered to any
operation cell target in the system.

6) Builds debug mechanisms directly into the instruc-
tion itself. Debugging capabilities are a forethought
in this system (as opposed to an afterthought).

The instruction binary format is shown in Fig. 6 and is
composed of 26 bytes. The instruction specifies two separate
operations (X and Y) composed of the operation itself,
the predicates to be generated for each operation, and the
intended target of each operation. It also provides a mecha-
nism to choose which operation result is selected for output
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via the condition field. Additionally, debug capabilities are
built directly into the instruction itself in the form of the
trace/halt control flags and the trace tag.

Fig. 7 shows the target fields for the X and Y operations.
Each are defined as 32-bits and specify an operation cell data-
flow target. Non-NULL X operations results are sent to the X
target (and to the Y target if the X operator copy bit is active).
Similarly, non-NULL Y operations are sent to the Y target
(and to the X target if the Y operator copy bit is active.) In this
implementation, the X target is potentially alterable by an
offset to variably select the output target. Additionally in this
implementation, the Y target is not variably selectable because
it is thought that using a selectable X target and selectable
Y target simultaneously is an extremely rare occurrence.

Fig. 8 shows the instruction condition field that is used to
select either the X result or the Y result as the sole output of
the instruction. The field itself is composed of 5 sub-fields.
The first 4 fields individually select which binary condition
results from the condition generator (see Fig. 15) are used to
make the instruction output result decision. These fields
are 6-bits in width which makes them able to select up to
64 different conditions from the ALU condition generator.
The last field is a 16-bit lookup table that determines which
result is selected based on the specified conditions. The out-
puts of the 4 condition selections form a 4-bit number where
the result of condition field 3 is the most significant bit fol-
lowed in order by the results of field 2, field 1, and field 0.
Each of the 16 possible number values map to one unique
bit in the 16-bit lookup table. A composite condition result
of 0000 maps to the least significant bit in the lookup table
field (bit 0 - the least significant bit) while a result of 1111
maps to the most significant bit in the field (bit 15 - the most

significant bit). If the conditions number is associated with a
1 bit in the lookup table, the X result is selected as the output
of the instruction. If the conditions number is associated
with a 0 bit in the lookup table, the Y result is the output of
the instruction.

Fig. 9 shows the operation selection fields for the X and Y
operators. Each field is 1 byte in length. The most significant
bit is reserved for the COPY bit. If the COPY bit is set, it
indicates that the result of the instruction is sent to both the
X and Y targets. If the COPY bit is clear, the result is sent
only to the single target corresponding to the operation.
The remaining 7 bits in each field are devoted to specifying
which specific operation is performed. As shown in Fig. 13,
52 operations are currently defined for the X operation and
are grouped into 6 categories:

1) Trivial Assignments
2) Steering
3) Arithmetic Operations
4) Logic Operations
5) Shift Operations
6) Bit Count Operations.
The Y operation is currently limited to performing only a

trivial subset of these operations (the Trivial Assignments
and Steering categories shown in Fig. 14). However, the
number of bits in the Y operation field is able to specify the
full range of operations (i.e., the X operation field and
Y operation field are identical in the instruction format).

Fig. 6. Instruction binary format. Figure copyright �2017 by David
Hentrich. Used with permission.

Fig. 7. Instruction target fields. Figure copyright �2017 by David
Hentrich. Used with permission.

Fig. 8. Instruction condition fields. Figure copyright �2017 by David
Hentrich. Used with permission.

Fig. 9. Instruction operation fields. Figure copyright �2017 by David
Hentrich. Used with permission.

Fig. 10. Instruction predicate generator fields. Figure copyright �2017
by David Hentrich. Used with permission.

Fig. 11. Instruction debug fields. Figure copyright �2017 by David
Hentrich. Used with permission.
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Fig. 10 shows the X result and Y result predicate genera-
tor fields. Each operation result has a 4 bit predicate associ-
ated with it. These 4 bits are selected from the predicate
generator fields in an identical manners as the 4 condition
selection fields in the instruction condition fields. The
binary results of the selected conditions are simply passed
directly to the result predicates.

The final instruction fields are devoted to program
debugging and are shown in Fig. 11. These fields are com-
posed of trace/halt flags and a trace tag. Essentially, there
are two debug mechanisms: tracing and halting. When a
trace condition is triggered for an instruction execution, the
trace tag field (32 bits) of the instruction is output on the
trace bus. When a halt condition is triggered, the entire pro-
cessor is halted to allow the machine state to be inspected.
Each instruction operation (X and Y) has its own halt
and trace flags. When an operation result has been selected
for output by the condition generator, the associated debug

bits are inspected to determine if a halt and/or trace will be
performed.

6 INSTRUCTION MIGRATION STRATEGY

The primary purpose of this processor design is to enable
individual instructions in a program to be independently
migrated in a connected collection of these dataflow process-
ors (even during runtime). The act of re-arranging the loca-
tion of a program’s instructions throughout the processing
fabric is called “draping” and is logically equivalent to
changing the computer architecture under the program. The
primary intent to changing the computer architecture is to
improve the performance of a program by allowing instruc-
tions to be executed in parallel by multiple processors. How-
ever, other motivations would be to manage processor
thermal loading or dynamically scale resource (i.e., processor)
assignments between programs that execute simultaneously.

The fundamental strategy behind this migration method
is to assign a single instruction to the positionally equivalent
operations cells inmultiple contiguous processors. Examples

Fig. 12. Instruction execution flow chart. Figure copyright �2017 by
David Hentrich. Used with permission.

Fig. 13. Executable X operations. Figure copyright �2017 by David
Hentrich. Used with permission.

Fig. 14. Executable Y operations (trivial subset of the X operations).
Figure copyright �2017 by David Hentrich. Used with permission.
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of this are shown in Fig. 16. Those operation cells create a
region inwhich that instruction canmigrate and be executed.
This region is called an op cell slice or an instruction slice.
Only one of the operation cells in a slice will be able to exe-
cute the instruction at any one time. The rest of the operation
cells in the slice are set to forward their data transactions to
the one executable operation cell in the slice. If a forwarding
operation cell is not in an immediately adjacent processor to
the executing operation cell, then it forwards the data trans-
action to the positionally equivalent forwarding operation
cell in an adjacent processor that itself is forwarding in the
direction of the executable operation cell. Note that the out-
puts of an instruction will always be sent to the targeted
operation cells on the processor on which that instruction
was executed. As long as these outputs land in a properly
formed instruction slice, it is guaranteed from the perspec-
tive of the running program to be transparently forwarded
to the processor uponwhich it will be executed.

The main advantage of this migration approach is that it
separates logical instruction execution position in a pro-
gram from physical processor execution position. The pro-
grams are written only to understand logical execution
position and don’t have visibility into physical processor
location. As a result, the program can be re-arranged on an
instruction-by-instruction basis in the collection of process-
ors. This re-arrangement of instructions across the processor
is conceptually equivalent to re-arranging the computer
architecture to customize it for the executing program.

The main disadvantage of this migration scheme is that
communication latency penalties are incurred whenever
data is forwarded from one processor to another. However,
this disadvantage is mitigatedwhen there is sufficient execu-
tion parallelism available in a program during a forwarding

event. For instance, if the arithmetic logic units of the pro-
cessors are kept busy by executing other instructions in par-
allel while data forwarding is occurring, then the forwarding
communication times are effectively non-consequential to
overall execution time.

7 CONCLUSION

With the era of rapid transistor miniaturization coming to a
close, processors developers will need to turn their attention
to alternatemethods to increase processing speeds. Polymor-
phic computing and, in particular, this dataflow processor
architecture provide a very promising possibility to increase
computing performance in a postMoore’s Lawworld.

In summary, this work detailed the purpose this new
dataflow processor, described its fundamental unit of data
exchange, detailed the architecture of its internal components
and buses, described the instruction set, and presented an
instructionmigration strategy.

Overall, the important contributions of this work are:

1) A new dataflow processor to be used as the basis of a
tiled polymorphic computing architecture,

2) A method to achieve fine-grained instruction migra-
tion across multiple processors before and during
runtime,

Fig. 15. Conditions. Figure copyright �2017 by David Hentrich. Used
with permission.

Fig. 16. Op cell data forwarding configuration example. This shows a
program that has been migrated across 4 processors. Figure copyright
�2017 by David Hentrich. Used with permission.
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3) The concept of an operation cell which indepen-
dently determines when to execute and when to
forward data to other processors (i.e., instruction
execution determination has been distributed away
from a central unit),

4) An innovative dataflow instruction set that incorpo-
rates all traditional dataflow instruction types into a
single atomic instruction; that independently makes
operation, control flow, and debug decisions; and
that abstracts the program away from the underlying
physical computer architecture,

5) An arithmetic logic unit that can execute the new
dataflow instructions, and

6) An inter-processor instruction migration strategy.
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